ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL PROMOTOR designed many years
ago and has been very successful in numerous
different sales promotions, demonstrations
and sampling projects. Sold worldwide it must
be regarded as a first in it’s field.
�

Produced with interchangeable top and
bottom to allow for the umbrella.

�

Single sided header also available.

�

Both can be changed easily for use on the
left or right hand side depending on the
clients’ requirements.

�

Large bottom giving additional storage for
promotional items.

�

PVC coated nylon carry bag, complete with
printed pictorial assembling instructions
and tailored area for umbrella.
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CLASSIC
CLASSIC PROMOTOR a direct development
from the Original Promotor.
�

‘Foot well’ shaped bottom with ‘top hat’
pole recesses for ease of moving the
assembled unit.

�

Standard, rigid or stiftop with a choice of
one, two or no holes.

�

Header panels with rounded corners and
special hollow plastic self-adhesive fixings
to the back so fixings are totally invisible
from the front.

�

Standard shape 3mm foam board headers
complete or with fixings separate to allow
printing direct onto panels before final
despatch.

�

Header fixings can be supplied only, so that
you can produce foam board header panels
to virtually any shape your client requires.

�

New style simple to assemble roof kit,
formed in 3mm foam board.

CHAMPION
CHAMPION PROMOTOR 1160mm high and
1240mm wide, is the largest member of our
family. This makes it very different from all the
other Promotors.
�

Curved bar shaped, smooth, strong top.

�

Full size ingeniously designed work surface
250mm below the top.

�

Additional shelf can be supplied providing
extra storage space.

�

Body panel, like Original and Classic, hinged
in two segments which allows body panel
to fold even smaller than Promotor Plus.

�

Tailor-made black nylon carry bag available
for simplicity and ease of transportation.

�

Champion has a header made from 3mm
foam board with self-adhesive hollow
plastic fixings and it reflects the top in its
shape.
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BONUS
PROMOTOR BONUS being the height of a
Champion, 1160mm and width of a Popular
836mm, making it unique from the rest of the
family.
�

‘Half depth’ smooth strong top and
working area at 910mm high.

�

Bonus uses all the same well proven
accessories as the other products in our
range, poles, headers, soft carry bags and a
new style, simple to assemble roof kit
formed in 3mm foam board.

�

Because of its height, separate working and
presentation levels Bonus is ideal for
exhibitions, receptions and promotions
where coupon filling, registration details etc
have to be completed.

�

Optional window available in the top of the
front allowing valuable or ‘untouchable’
objects to be displayed is another choice of
style.

�

Even being one of the larger products in
our range the Bonus can be individually
cartonned for ease of handling and onward
despatch to your clients.
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AC T I O N
PROMOTOR ACTION has many interesting
features over our other Promotors.
�

‘Flat top’ option, a really clever top which is
totally flat.

�

The ‘flat top’ enables the demonstrator to
maintain a high degree of cleanliness for
sampling food.

�

This clever top also incorporates a
membrane for maximised strength.

�

Also available to assist in hygiene qualities a
built in ‘tidy bin’ with attached hinged lid.

�
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enables the use of standard poster to be
attached for day to day change of special
promotions without spoiling the graphic
design.
�

Promotor Action as with all of our
products, packs with its accessories into its
own easy to carry durable black nylon
carry bag with printed assembly
instructions.

PLUS
PROMOTOR PLUS is the second largest in
our range of products, with a total width of
1235mm
�

NEW standard reinforced top, giving extra
strength when demonstrating.

�

Another design feature the ‘lip’ on the top
and bottom mouldings enable the change
of rigid graphics without dismantling the
Promotor Plus. Graphics can be printed
onto a 2mm foam board, and simply placed
in a few seconds enabling the change of
message
without
disturbing
the
demonstration or sampling in progress.
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�

Second optional shelf is available, being the
most popular style, maximising storage for
demonstration purposes.

�

Plus complete with its header, four piece
steel pole set and round tray packs neatly
into its own black carry bag, making it very
portable.

�

Round tray fits all Promotors.

MAXI 900

MAXI 900 PROMOTOR is one of the smallest
products in our range, being the same height
as other Promotors, except Champion and
Bonus.
�

When used for demonstrations where
space is tight and floor areas are restricted,
it is very popular because of its compact
size and cost effective price.

�

Available with or without shelf for extra
storage area.

MINI 750

MINI 750 being only 750mm high is ideal as an
addition to other Promotors when the static
display of larger products is also required.
�

Both Maxi and Mini Promotors pack into
their own carry bags for easy
transportation.

�

Poles, headers available on both products
or interchangeable from one product to
the other if required.

POPULAR
POPULAR PROMOTOR designed with a ‘flat
front’ and rectangular shape so graphics can
be produced without a ‘gap’ in the centre, a big
advantage in some designs.
�

Double sided header panel, made from
3mm foam board easily slots into the tops
of the header poles.

�

Poles and header can be located at the
front or the back of the unit, simply change
the shelf and top moving the holes ‘front to
back’ or the other way round.

�

Popular, although larger than the Original
and Classic when packed into its black
nylon carry bag, is easy and practical to
move from one demonstration to another.

�

Like the rest of its family Popular is
available without poles header and bag,
with no cost, optional, no hole top to give
a high quality finish.

�

Round tray fits all Promotors.

DEMO CENTER

PROMOTOR DEMO CENTER is a round
fronted lightweight portable demonstration
promotional and in-store sampling counter
designed for easy transportation and set up.
High quality re-usable, easy to assemble,
available in Black or White.
Polypropylene body panel incorporating
unique ‘hinges’ for easy folding.
Vacuum formed high impact polystyrene
tops and baseshelf, foam board headers,
epoxy polyester powder coated steel poles
complete the high quality of this product.
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Demo Center comes complete with

body panel, ‘rigidtop’, baseshelf, poles,
header and over the shoulder zipped black
nylon carry bag, all packed as one complete
unit in a specially designed transportation
carton, supplied as an ‘off the shelf’ stock
item.
Corporate Demo Centers, when required
in large quantities, can be produced in
special colours. Graphics and logos are
screen printed directly onto the body panel
and headers using Sericol Polydyne inks.

BUDGET

BUDGET PROMOTOR round fronted and
the same size as the Demo Center. Available
in Black or White.
�

Standard top or rigidtop available and a
choice of an optional simple header
supported by only ‘one side pole set’, this
makes it a very inexpensive promotional
display counter.

�

A great choice
promotions.

for

cost

effective
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MERIT

MERIT PROMOTOR available in Black or
White, incorporates all the design
characteristics of the Demo Center and
Budget.
�

Major differences between Merit, Demo
Center and Budget Promotor being that
the Merit has a storage shelf as standard.

�

Optional ‘two sided pole header’, rigidtop
for extra strength and an over the
shoulder zipped black nylon carry bag for
easy
transportation
from
one
demonstration to another.

�

Product components and accessories are
all stock items for quick despatch.
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COMPACT
COMPACT PROMOTOR is exactly what its
name suggests.
�

Available in Black or White.

�

Using same materials and manufacturing
techniques as our other Promotors it has
two advantages.

�

One being the front of the body panel is
‘hinged’ to enable the unit to fold down
smaller than the Demo Center, Budget and
Merit, making transportation more
economical and even smaller to carry from
one place to another.

�
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second, a choice of single or double
sided header, together with an extra
storage shelf if required.

�

All components for Compact fit into its
zipped black nylon carry bag neat and
compactly.

Standalone
PROMOTOR STANDALONE is a totally new
concept in portable re-usable double sided
promotional displays.
�

Manufactured in a choice of Black or White
polypropylene and high impact polystyrene.

�

Standalone has been designed for long
term use in the ‘twenty-four seven’ retail
outlet sector.

�

Choice of a wood grain top, two different
style headers plus a simple to use roof kit,
produced in 3mm foam board and
supported by epoxy polyester powder
coated steel poles in black, white or bright
silver completes your very impressive
display.
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�

Body panel comes as a complete piece,
having ‘hinges’ for quick and easy tool free
set up.

�

Graphics can be applied ‘all round’ the body
panel to create a truly double-sided
promotional display.

�

To make a really impressive tall ‘island’
display complete with poles header and ‘all
round’ graphics you simply use a clear
moulded joining component placing one
Standalone on top of another.

